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Anne Appleby thinks color “enhances our experience” of the world. Her paintings often include panels of seemingly single colors with titles that allude to plants or trees. “If they realize it’s a ...
Anne Appleby's art represents nature's color and form
A new exhibit at the Louisiana Art and Science Museum, featuring research from assistant professor of entomology Nathan Lord, seeks to bridge the gap between the worlds of art and ...
'Nature does have this profound beauty': Art and science intersect in exhibit highlighting LSU lab
For both Benton and Wood narrative takes precedence, and Regionalist art is often perceived as a form of propaganda supported by the government during the Great Depression and in the lead up to World ...
Expressionism in Regionalist Prints
The Brandywine River Museum of Art reopened to the public this holiday weekend. The iconic flagship destination in Southeastern Pennsylvania suffered an estimated $6 million in ...
Brandywine River Museum of Art reopens with holiday cheer
Open today at Elisabetta Cipriani Gallery in London, Force of Nature brings together 17 contemporary artists who have vaulted the barrier between art and jewelry. Curated by jewelry editor and author ...
Meet The Boundary-Breaking Jewelry Artists Showing Alongside Ai Weiwei In Force Of Nature Exhibition
The Portland Museum of Art exhibition includes images of violent waves and a majestic mountain. The word that kept arising as I toured the first gallery of “Clifford Ross: Sightlines” at the Portland ...
Art review: Photographer Clifford Ross focuses on the force of nature
Forms: Dreamloop by Klip Collective at Grounds for Sculpture For a limited time, Grounds For Sculpture visitors can see this favorite Central New Jersey outdoor sculpture garden in an awe-inspiring ...
EXPERIENCE "NIGHT FORMS: DREAMLOOP BY KLIP COLLECTIVE" AT GROUNDS FOR SCULPTURE
In the face of deprivation, humanity discovered a silver lining in art. As people spent time in aesthetic experiences such as listening to music, creating arts and crafts, or looking at aesthetic ...
Art-xiety: Transforming energy to an impetus for creativity
COVID-19's effects on sales and a lack of younger weavers learning the craft mean an uncertain future for this Mixteca weaving tradition.
Puebla town’s palm artisans struggle to keep unique art form alive
Twelve 77" and three 65" LG OLED displays form a canvas for the generative media artist's latest show in Berlin which includes a giant data sculpture and a projection onto a gallery exterior.
Refik Anadol’s nature-inspired AI art shown on LG OLED
Eleven UW-La Crosse graduating seniors will exhibit a variety of artwork during the biannual Senior Art Exhibition. The show features art majors with paintings, photographs, ceramics, sculptures and ...
Graduating UW-La Crosse art majors showcase works
Photographs in Dialogue” is a mesmerizing reminder that San Francisco’s greatest art form has long been and remains photography. Every day, hundreds of millions of selfies are taken, along with ...
San Francisco’s art photography innovations
A svelte, slinky figure in spotted silvery blond, the snow leopard is one of the great haughty glamazons of the animal kingdom — a status suitably acknowledged in the English-language title of ...
‘The Velvet Queen’ Review: A Lyrical Nature Documentary More Concerned With Soulfulness Than Spectacle
The Egyptian illustrator on sourcing his sci-fi narratives and finding inspiration in his home country – “a beautifully chaotic place with so many rich layers.” ...
Yousef Sabry is inspired by the art of “divinity and its deceptions”
Featured Exhibition Art Elements Gallery features over 50 artists of original artworks that display the beauty and bounty of Oregon. Established in 2010, ...
Featured Exhibition at Art Elements Gallery
Media artist Refik Anadol is currently exhibiting his latest creations at the Machine Hallucinations : Nature Dreams at the König Galerie.
Data-driven art exhibition by Refik Anadol
Here's a list of 20 Wasatch Front holiday art markets that will offer locally made gifts and treats this month.
Here are 20 Wasatch Front holiday art markets that offer locally made gifts and treats
In addition to an unveiling ceremony of Joe Diggs' Equity Mural, there will be an opportunity to see the Healing Quilt project, which brings together 70 Cape artists and college art students. The ...
What art galleries are open in Provincetown? Here's our guide
The white tents have returned to Miami, and thousands of out-of-towners have descended for Art Basel's usual opulence after a coronavirus-induced year off. Still, Miami Art Week, which runs through ...
Local Artists to Watch Out for at Miami Art Week 2021
What is the anime Sword Art Online about? Our beginner's guide is here to introduce you to Kirito, Asuna and all the others you'll discover in Aincrad.
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